About the **MAX Pass**

The **MAX Pass** provides customers with unlimited rides for seven consecutive calendar days, and is ideal for individuals looking for a convenient, economical, and unlimited option to address their weekly travel needs.

The **MAX Pass** is available in all Centro service areas including the cities of Syracuse, Auburn, Oswego, Fulton, Utica and Rome.

**MAX Pass Policy**

- Any customer using a **MAX Pass** must maintain possession of the Pass for the duration of their ride.

- A **MAX Pass** cannot be shared or used to pay the fare of additional customers at the same time.
**Purchasing a MAX Pass**

The **MAX Pass** is priced at the cost of 5 round-trip fares, or 10 one-way fares depending on the base fare in the Zone of purchase.

The **MAX Pass** is available at Centro’s Online Store, Main Offices, Transit Hubs, Pass Vending Machines, and at participating pass vendors listed at: [www.centro.org](http://www.centro.org).

**MAX Pass Pricing**

**Syracuse (Zone 1)**
- **MAX Pass** Adult Fare.............$20.00
- **MAX Pass** Reduced Fare........$10.00

**Utica**
- **MAX Pass** Adult Fare.............$15.00
- **MAX Pass** Reduced Fare........$7.50

**Auburn | Fulton | Oswego | Rome**
- **MAX Pass** Adult Fare.............$10.00
- **MAX Pass** Reduced Fare........$5.00

**Note:** Use of the **MAX Pass** is limited to travel within the fare Zone of purchase. Additional fare will be required when traveling to other fare Zones.

**Using a MAX Pass**

- When using a **MAX Pass** for the first time, customers must insert the **MAX Pass** into the farebox in order to activate the pass. Once activated, the Activation Date / Time along with the Expiration Date / Time will be printed on the back of the **MAX Pass**.

- For all future uses, SWIPE the **MAX Pass** through the swiper unit located on the top of the farebox upon boarding.

- If a **MAX Pass** has expired, the farebox will alert the customer and the operator. At this time the customer must pay their fare using an alternate payment method.

**Please Note:**

- Transfers are not needed.

- Customers using the Reduced Fare **MAX Pass** to pay their fare are required to show their Centro Reduced Fare Photo ID or a combination Medicare Card and Photo ID upon boarding.

---

**Easy to use, hard to beat.**